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This guide describes the setup and the processes of the inbound goods flow.

Objectives
The objectives of this book are to describe the purpose of inbound and inspection orders, what you can
accomplish using them, and how to set up and use them.

Intended Audience
This book is intended for those who want to learn how to use inbound, receipts and inspection orders
and to set up the inbound functionality in the way that best serves their purposes. Both end users and
users on administrator level will find the information they require.

Assumed Knowledge
Familiarity with the business processes involved in handling inbound goods in the warehouse, and
general knowledge of the LN functionality will help you understand this book. In addition, Warehousing
training courses are available to give you a headstart.

Document summary
The first chapter, Introduction, describes the purpose and the general characteristics of inbound, receipts
and inspections.

The following chapters deal with master data and parameter setup, describe how inbound advices are
created and linked to receipts and inspections.

This book describes procedures that users carry out using inbound process and provide some information
on the underlying processes that LN carries out. The most important session windows and fields involved
are discussed, but a full description of all software components is outside the scope of this book. For
details, refer to the online Help.

How to read this document
This document was assembled from online Help topics. As a result, references to other sections in the
manual are presented as shown in the following example:

Please refer to the Table of Contents to locate the referred section.

Underlined terms indicate a link to a glossary definition. If you view this document online and you click
on underlined text, you jump to the glossary definition at the end of this document. Non-underlined
references do not represent a link to glossary definitions or other elements.

Comments?
We continually review and improve our documentation. Any remarks/requests for information concerning
this document or topic are appreciated. Please e-mail your comments to documentation@infor.com .
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In your e-mail, refer to the document number and title. More specific information will enable us to process
feedback efficiently.

Contacting Infor
If you have questions about Infor products, go to Infor Concierge at https://concierge.infor.com/  and
create a support incident.

If we update this document after the product release, we will post the new version on the Infor Support
Portal. To access documentation, select Search Browse Documentation. We recommend that you
check this portal periodically for updated documentation.

If you have comments about Infor documentation, contact documentation@infor.com .
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The inbound process is used to receive and store goods in a warehouse. To receive and store goods
in a warehouse, you can process the inbound order lines on which the goods are listed, or you can
process the handling units used to pack the goods. Both inbound order lines and handling units are
processed according to user-defined warehousing procedures. If you use handling units to process
goods, the order lines related to the handling units are updated in the background.

Inbound order lines
Inbound order lines deal with activities that relate to the receipt of goods in a warehouse.

Inbound-order line characteristics

Warehouse inbound order lines are related to the following inventory transaction types:
 ▪ Receipt

▪ Transfer
▪ WIP Transfer

An inbound order line is generated either automatically by another package or module, or created
manually in Warehousing. The order type determines the default warehousing procedure steps that
must or can be taken to process the order lines. You can adjust the default warehousing procedure for
an individual order header. As a result, the adjusted procedure applies to the order lines that belong to
the order header. You can also adjust the procedure for an individual order line.

The physical acceptance of an item into a warehouse. A receipt registers: received quantity, receipt
date, packing-slip data, inspection data, and so on.

A notification that a shipment has been sent. Advanced shipment notices are sent and received by
means of EDI. You can receive advance shipment notices from your supplier informing you that goods
are to arrive at your warehouse, and/or you can send advance shipment notices to your customers that
the goods they ordered are about to be delivered.
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Warehouse inspections and order origin

In Warehousing, inspections are possible for all order origins, including manual orders. In Quality,
however, no inspection orders can be created for the following (manual) order origins:
 ▪ Sales (Manual)

▪ Service (Manual)
▪ Maint. Sales (Manual)
▪ Maint. Work (Manual)
▪ SFC Production (Manual)
▪ ASC Production (Manual)
▪ Transfer (Manual)
▪ Project (Manual)
▪ Purchase (Manual)

If the warehouse inspection activity is part of the order type, this activity must be added as an order step
for the applicable order origin, when users create activities in any of the following sessions:
 ▪ Activities by Warehousing Order (whinh2104m000)

▪ Activities by Inbound Order Line (whinh2114m000)

▪ Activities by Outbound Order Line (whinh2124m000)

If, for example, a manual inbound order line or transfer order line is received (and put away), a warehouse
inspection line must be created.

Inbound warehouse inspections can be approved, rejected or destroyed, whereas outbound warehouse
inspections can only be approved or rejected.

The following should be taken into account:
 ▪ Rejections for Purchase (Manual) orders are handled in the same way as for Purchase

orders and Purchase Schedules. For these order origins the original receipt transaction is
reversed. For all other order origins rejections are handled by creating an adjustment order
for the rejected quantity.

▪ The usage of Rejected Inventory (whwmd2570m000) session is based on the parameter
settings.

▪ LN handles the rejected inventory against the specification as determined in the original
purchase order and purchase order line.
As a result, handling rejected inventory is not possible for Purchase (Manual) orders, because:

▪ There is no purchase (return) order for returning the rejected inventory.

▪ Destroying can be performed directly from the warehouse inspection.

The following table summarizes handling of destroyed or rejected inventory and is applicable if the
Handle Rejected Goods check box is not selected in the Inventory Handling Parameters
(whinh0100m000) session and the inventory is inspected in a regular process which is Approve or Scrap,
based on order origin.
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Outbound InspectionsInbound InspectionsOrder Origin

RejectRejectDestroy

 

Adjustment orderReverse original orderAdjustment orderPurchase

Purchase Schedule

Purchase (Manual)

Adjustment orderAdjustment orderAdjustment orderOther origins
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To define warehousing order types
Warehousing order types determine how warehousing orders are handled. Warehousing order types
are classified by inventory transaction type. The inventory transaction type that you add to a warehousing
order type determines the type of warehousing procedure that you can link to the warehousing order
type. The activities that must be carried out in order to handle warehousing orders are, by default,
determined by the warehousing procedures that are linked to the warehousing order types.

Warehousing order types are linked to warehousing orders when warehousing orders are generated
from other packages or when you manually create a warehousing order in the Warehousing Orders
(whinh2100m000) session.

Define warehousing order types

In the Warehousing Order Type (whinh0110m000) session, you can specify warehousing order types
for the following inventory-transaction types:
 ▪ Receipt

Use a warehousing order type of inventory transaction type Receipt to receive goods in a
warehouse. You can link a Receipt Procedure and, optionally, an Inspection Procedure to
a warehousing order type of inventory transaction type Receipt.

▪ Issue
Use a warehousing order type of inventory transaction type Issue to issue goods from a
warehouse. You can link a Outbound Procedure and a Shipment Procedure to a warehousing
order type of inventory transaction type Issue Note: LN allows you to modify the outbound
order line data based on the value the Allow Updating Outbound Order Lines upto and
including field is set to in the Warehousing Order Types (whinh0110m000) session.

▪ Transfer
Use a warehousing order type of inventory transaction type Transfer to transfer goods between
warehouses, locations, business partners, projects, or work centers.
You must link these procedures to a warehousing order type of inventory transaction type
Transfer:
▪ Receipt Procedure
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▪ Inspection Procedure
▪ Outbound Procedure
▪ Shipment Procedure
A transfer involves either one or two warehouses. If items are transferred between two different
warehouses, all activities of the warehousing procedures must be carried out. However, if a
transfer takes place between two locations within the same warehouse, the receipt activities
are not carried out. You can use transfer orders to define a replenishment system within a
single warehouse. This system controls replenishment from bulk locations to pick locations.
Note: LN allows you to modify the outbound order line data based on the value the Allow
Updating Outbound Order Lines upto and including field is set to in the Warehousing
Order Types (whinh0110m000) session.

▪ Inspections in LN Quality are possible for warehouse orders having order origin Transfer
(Manual) only if the QM Implemented parameter is selected for the order type Warehouse
Transfer in the Quality Management Parameters (qmptc0100m000) session.

▪ WIP Transfer
Use a warehousing order type of inventory transaction type WIP Transfer to transfer work
from one costing work center to another.

To define warehousing procedures
To model the inbound, storage, and outbound goods flows in your warehouse, you can define warehousing
procedures in LN. A warehousing procedure includes various steps called activities that control the way
warehousing orders and/or handling units are processed. An activity is performed using a particular LN
session.

Link warehousing procedures to inbound and outbound goods
Initially, you define a warehousing procedure and link this procedure to a particular warehousing order
type. As a result, the warehousing procedure is the default procedure for the warehousing orders to
which the order type is allocated, and the goods are processed according to the procedure of the order
on which the goods are listed.

If you use handling units to process goods into and/or out of the warehouse, the goods are processed
according to the warehousing procedure of the warehousing orders that list the goods contained in the
handling units.

You can adjust the default procedure for individual warehousing orders and warehousing order lines of
this warehousing order type. If you adjust the default procedure for an individual warehousing order of
this order type, the adjusted procedure applies to the inbound and/or outbound order lines of the
warehousing order. You can also adjust the warehousing procedure for an individual inbound or outbound
order line. For further information, see How to modify warehousing procedures.
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Automatic or manual execution of activities
You can specify whether an activity of a warehousing procedure must be carried out manually or
automatically. Manually means that the user must perform the activity using the session related to the
activity. Automatic means that the activity is carried out automatically after the preceding activity is
finished. If the first activity is automatic for warehousing orders generated from orders originating from
other packages, this activity is carried out the moment the warehousing order is generated. For information
on how to define a warehousing procedure and specifying whether the activities of the procedure are
carried out manually or automatically, see How to define a warehousing procedure.

However, to trigger warehouse processing for warehousing orders whose first activity is set to automatic
processing and that are manually created or generated from Project, you must click Process.

The Process command is available in the following sessions:
 ▪ Warehousing Orders (whinh2100m000)

▪ Warehousing Order (whinh2100m100)
▪ Warehouse Manager Dashboard (whinh2300m000)
▪ Warehousing Assembly Order (whinh2101m000)
▪ Inbound Order Lines (whinh2110m000)
▪ Outbound Order Lines (whinh2120m000)

How to receive goods
This topic describes how to create receipts and link various types of records to the receipts. After creating
receipts, you must confirm the receipts before you can store the goods in the warehouse. How to confirm
receipts is described in Confirming receipts and receipt lines (p. 18). For a general overview of receipt
procedures, see Receipt and inspection procedures (p. 37).

You can perform the receipt of goods in the Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000) session. In this
session, you can receive goods listed on the following types of records:
 ▪ Advance shipment notices (ASNs)

▪ ASN lines
▪ Expected orders
▪ Expected order lines
▪ Handling units

▪ Loads and shipments from the Planned Loads/Shipments (whinh4180m000) session and the
Shipments (whinh4130m000) session.

Expected orders are inbound warehousing orders that are expected to be received in (one of) your
warehouses. Expected orders are displayed in the Expected Orders (whinh3822m000) session. Expected
order lines are inbound warehousing order lines that are expected to be received in (one of) your
warehouses. Expected order lines are displayed in the Expected Order Lines (whinh3820m000) session.

In this session, you can also record unexpected goods, that is, goods for which no expected order (line)
exists yet.
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Note

To receive goods based on handling units, see To receive handling units.

How to create a receipt

To create a new receipt record, proceed as follows:
 1. In the Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000) session, click , or from the appropriate menu,

select New.
2. If the Receipt field is in entry mode, select a receipt series or use the default series.

Note that the Select Receipt Series check box and the Receipts field in the User Profiles
(whwmd1140s000) session determine whether the Receipt field is in read-only or entry mode.

3. If the Warehouse field is in entry mode, select a warehouse.
Note that the Warehouse field in the User Profiles (whwmd1140s000) session determine
whether the Warehouse field is in read-only or entry mode.

4. If required, specify the ship-from business partner and also specify the Packing Slip and the
Receipt Date in the Delivery group box. The Packing Slip provides the ID of the party that
delivers the goods to be received and the Receipt Date provides the date on which the receipt
header is created.
Note that default values for these fields are filled from the receipt lines after you have linked
inbound-order lines, advance shipment notices, or handling units to the receipt.

How to link order lines, ASNs, loads, shipments, or handling units
to a receipt
After you create a receipt, you must link inbound order lines, advance shipment notices, shipments,
loads, or handling units to the receipt. As a result, LN creates receipt lines for the linked inbound order
lines and the inbound order lines on which the linked handling units, shipments, loads, or ASN lines are
based.

The following options are available to link these types of records to a receipt:
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Refer toAvailable for record typeOption 

Receive (Easy Entry)Inbound order lines, ASN lines, ASN
line reference, handling units, loads
and shipments

Receive (Easy Entry)

High Volume EntryInbound order linesHigh Volume Entry

To link expected order linesInbound order linesExpected Orders

Receipt FilterInbound order lines, ASN lines, han-
dling units, planned loads and ship-
ments

Receipt Filter

To link expected shipment lines to
receipts

ASN linesExpected Shipments

To receive unexpected goods
When an item arrives for which no expected order (line) is present, you can use the Add Unexpected
Receipt Line command to create a temporary receipt line in which you can enter receipt details.

To confirm and process the unexpected receipt line, an order line must be available for the unexpected
receipt line. The order line must be released to warehousing. If the order line is released to warehousing,
you can link the resulting warehousing order line to the unexpected receipt by means of the Link Order
to Unexpected Receipt Line command in the Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000) session.

Automatic receipts
LN automatically carries out receipts and update the normal (nonadministrative) warehouse with the
inventory received in the "real" VMI warehouse. Automatic receipts are used to limit the receipt
administration but not to update the administrative warehouses. Automatic receipts are based on purchase
orders, contractual inventory levels, or demand forecast. While the automatic receipts are booked into
the administrative warehouse, the goods listed on them are actually received in the "real" VMI warehouse
managed by the supplier.

For automatic receipts into the customer's administrative warehouse, you can generate automatic receipt
records in the Initiate Automatic Receipts (whinh3223m000) session.

After receipt
After you have performed the receipt of goods, the receipt must be confirmed. After confirming the goods,
the next step of the applicable warehousing procedure can be carried out.
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Confirming receipts and receipt lines
After you create receipts, you must confirm the receipts. When you confirm a receipt, you can either
confirm the entire receipt, or confirm individual receipt lines of the receipt.

To confirm a receipt

To confirm an entire receipt, proceed as follows:
 1. On the appropriate menu, select the Confirm submenu.

2. From the Confirm submenu, select Receipt.

You can also confirm the receipt using the Confirm option from the Confirm Receipt menu in the
Warehouse Receipt (whinh3512m000) session.

You can also confirm various receipts at the same time. In the Warehouse Receipt (whinh3512m000)
session, from the Confirm Receipt menu; select Receipts to start the Confirm Receipts (whinh3212m000)
session in which you can select a range of receipts and confirm the range.

To look up a receipt

To confirm a receipt, you may have to look up the receipt first. To look up a receipt:

Receipt number known
If you know the receipt number, take the following steps:
 1. press Ctrl-F.

2. In the dialog box that appears, enter or browse for the receipt number of the receipt you want
to confirm and click OK.

Receipt number unknown
If you do not know the receipt number, take the following steps:
 1. On the appropriate menu, select the Receipt submenu, and from the Receipt submenu, select

Switch to Receipt.
2. In the Warehouse Receipt Headers (whinh3110m000) session that appears, select the required

receipt. If required, click View and select one of the options to narrow down the number of
receipts displayed in the Warehouse Receipt Headers (whinh3110m000) session.

To confirm a receipt line

To confirm the receipt of a receipt line, proceed as follows:
 1. Select the receipt line or receipt lines that you want to confirm.
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2. In the Lines tab, select the receipt line, and click Confirm.

LN actions triggered by confirming receipts or receipt lines

After you confirm a receipt or receipt line, LN:
 ▪ Updates the item's inventory in the receiving warehouse in the Warehouse - Item Inventory

(whwmd2515m000) session. The packing structure data and reusable packaging items
inventory is updated as well.

▪ Balances the negative inventory with the received quantity.

▪ Updates the LN package from which the receipt originated, with the receipt line information.
For example, if a receipt for an order of origin ASC Production is confirmed, this order obtains
the Completed status, unless inbound inspection is required. In that case, the Completed
status is obtained after the inspection is completed.

▪ Sends a discrepancy notice to the supplier if the received quantity is not equal to the
shipment-notice line quantity. LN only sends a discrepancy notice if shipment notices are
used.

▪ Carries out logistic transactions and financial transactions.

▪ Creates an approval line in the Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session if the
received items must be inspected.

▪ Automatically generates inbound advice for the receipt (line) if the Generate Inbound Advice
(whinh3201m000) session is not an automatic activity in the applicable receipt procedure.

▪ Logs the result of the receipt process in the Receipt Message Log (whinh3530m000) session.
LN logs error messages and information messages. Note that the information of the Receipt
Message Log (whinh3530m000) session is displayed in the Message Log tab of the lines pane
in the Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000) session if you select Show All Form Pages in
the Receipts Satellites group box of the User Profiles (whwmd1140s000) session.

Advance Shipment Notice

Length of ASN Number
LN allows you to limit the length of generated shipment and load numbers and, therefore, the length of
the ASN number. This feature makes it possible to satisfy requirements and standards of specific
branches of industry, such as the VDA standard which limits the length of the ASN number to a maximum
of 8 characters. VDA (Verband der Automobilindustry) is a German organization which serves the
interests of the automobile industry.

Example
The example below illustrates how a load or shipment number is generated.
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Length Series = 3

Series = AAA

First Free Number = 23

Number = AAA000023Load Length / Shipment
Length = 9

Number = AAA00023Load Length / Shipment
Length = 8

Number = AAA023Load Length / Shipment
Length = 6

When LN creates loads and shipments in Freight, LN applies the Load Length and Shipment Length
defined in the Inventory Handling Parameters (whinh0100m000) session of Warehousing.

Note

When Freight is implemented and no Warehousing parameters are defined, LN uses the actual length
of the load and shipment fields.

Searching for ASN error messages
The supplier's ASN number is the most frequently used number if you use Advanced Shipment Notices
(ASNs) to support the process of receiving goods in the warehouse. You can create receipt of goods
from a supplier's ASN number using the Receive (Easy Entry) group box in the Warehouse Receipts
(whinh3512m000) session. You can specify a supplier's ASN number in the Number (Line) field in the
Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000) session to create receipt of goods.

When an EDI message is received, an ASN is created. Sometimes an EDI message is received in the
LN Electronic Commerce package, but the ASN/shipment notice is not created in the Warehousing
because of an error when processing the EDI messages. The EDI message may result in an error when
the message is received electronically from the supplier. In this scenario, when LN cannot find the
supplier's ASN number in the Warehousing at the time of receipt, LN does the following:
 ▪ Checks for the EDI warning/error messages and display these messages to the user.

▪ Lists the EDI warning/error messages in the Receipt Message Log (whinh3530m000) session.
If LN finds an ASN, a receipt line is created.
If LN cannot find the supplier's ASN number in the Warehousing at the time of receipt, but
error/warning messages exist for the received EDI message, LN logs the receipt messages
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in the Receipt Message Log (whinh3530m000) session with the value of the Receipt Line
field set to zero.

Note

When you delete the receipt header from the Shipment Notices (whinh3100m000) session, the receipt
messages for which the value of the Receipt Line field is zero are deleted from the Receipt Message
Log (whinh3530m000) session.

Automatic Receipts

Automatic receipts
Automatic receipts update the normal (non-administrative) warehouses with the inventory received in
the "real" VMI warehouse. Automatic receipts are used to restrict receipt processing.

The customer's administrative warehouse

For automatic receipts into the customer's administrative warehouse, you can generate automatic receipt
records in the Initiate Automatic Receipts (whinh3223m000) session.

The generated receipt records are displayed in the Automatic Receipts (whinh3523m000) session.
These records include data such as the warehouses in which the receipts are to take place, the item
quantities, and the dates on which the automatic receipts are to take place. When the automatic receipt
date is due, LN performs the automatic receipts in the administrative warehouse.

Automatic receipts are based on purchase orders, contractual inventory levels, or demand forecast.

If the supplier performs supply planning for the customer, an automatic receipt can be based on the
quantities listed in the demand forecast that the customer sends to the supplier, or the confirmed supply
based on the demand forecast that the supplier sends to the customer.

For more detailed information about the automatic receipt creation process, see The automatic receipt
process (p. 22).

Various parameters determine how LN creates automatic receipts. For more information, refer to Setting
up automatic receipts (p. 24).

The supplier's administrative warehouse

In this situation, the supplier plans replenishment and replenishes the warehouse, which is managed
by the customer, where the warehouse is a real/ physical warehouse. The warehouse is defined as an
administrative warehouse in the supplier's system. The supplier assumes that the quantities that he
shipped equal the quantities received by the customer.

The supplier's administrative warehouse is updated by means of transfer orders. When the supplier
issues goods to replenish the "real" warehouse, he creates a transfer order that is received into the
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administrative warehouse. When he confirms the shipments of the transfer order, LN creates a receipt
based on the transfer order and automatically confirms the receipt. The receipt quantities are equal to
the confirmed quantities of the shipments.

The automatic receipt process

Creating automatic receipt records

To create automatic receipts into the customer's administrative warehouse, LN:
 1. Creates combinations of buy-from business partners, warehouses, and items based on the

selections specified in the Initiate Automatic Receipts (whinh3223m000) session. LN retrieves
this data from the Warehouse - Item (whwmd2110s000) session and the Items - Purchase
Business Partner (tdipu0110m000) session.

2. Checks the automatic receipt settings in the terms and conditions for these combinations. For
more information, refer to Setting up automatic receipts (p. 24).

3. Creates the automatic receipt records in the Automatic Receipts (whinh3523m000) session
for these combinations.
The initial status of an automatic receipt record is Open.

Receipt record basis

How LN creates the automatic receipt records, and which data they include depends on the type of data
the automatic receipt records are based on. If based on:
 ▪ Purchase orders

LN:
a. Calculates the automatic receipt dates as described in Setting up automatic receipts

(p. 24).
b. Stores these in the automatic receipt records.
c. Adds the receipt quantities to the automatic receipt records when actually performing the

receipt on the automatic receipt date, see Performing automatic receipts.

▪ Forecast demand
LN:
a. Retrieves the planned receipt quantities from the Enterprise Planning package.
b. Stores these in the following fields of the Automatic Receipts (whinh3523m000) session:

▪ Planned Receipt Quantity in Receipt Unit
▪ Planned Receipt Quantity in Inventory Unit

c. Retrieves the automatic receipt dates from Enterprise Planning or the receiving interval
from the terms and conditions.
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▪ Contractual inventory levels
LN:
a. Calculates the automatic receipt dates from the delivery moments defined in the terms

and conditions.
b. Retrieves the planned inventory level for the automatic receipt dates from the terms and

conditions.
c. Stores the automatic receipt dates and planned inventory levels in the Automatic Receipt

Date field and the Planned Inventory Level field, respectively, of the Automatic Receipts
(whinh3523m000) session.

Performing automatic receipts

On the automatic receipt date, LN performs receipts for the automatic receipt records as follows:
 1. Create warehousing receipt lines for the automatic receipt records.

2. Link the receipt lines to the purchase orders present for the business partners, warehouses,
items, and date ranges specified by the user in the Initiate Automatic Receipts
(whinh3223m000) session.

3. If no purchase orders are present, create purchase orders according to the Receipt Triggered
Order field in the Order Terms and Conditions (tctrm1130m000) session. If the value in this
field is Not Allowed, an error message appears and the automatic receipt is not performed
for the automatic receipt record.
Purchase orders are not present if the automatic receipts are based on forecast demand or
contractual inventory levels. For more information, refer to Purchase orders, forecast demand,
or inventory levels.

4. Generate low volume lot or serial numbers if not present.
5. Generate High volume scenario lot or serial numbers according to the lot and serial registration

templates. For more information, refer to Lot and serial registration templates.
6. Confirm the automatic receipt record.
7. In the Automatic Receipts (whinh3523m000) session, set the status of the automatic receipt

record and show the received quantities.
8. Within the date range specified in the Initiate Automatic Receipts (whinh3223m000) session,

LN looks for automatic receipt dates. If an automatic receipt date is due, the automatic receipts
for that date are performed. The process lies dormant until an automatic receipt date is due,
or if the date range is expired.

Purchase orders, forecast demand, or inventory levels
How LN retrieves the quantities to be received depends on the type of data the automatic receipt records
are based on. If based on:
 ▪ Purchase orders

LN:
a. Checks the purchase orders retrieved for the receipt records.
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b. Receives the purchase order quantities as described in Receipt record basis.

▪ Forecast demand
LN:
a. Creates receipt triggered purchase orders for the automatic receipt records.
b. Receives these into the warehouse. The quantities to be received are taken from the

Planned Receipt Quantity in Receipt Unit field and the Planned Receipt Quantity in
Inventory Unit field of the Automatic Receipts (whinh3523m000) session. For more
information, refer to Receipt record basis.

▪ Contractual inventory levels
LN:
a. Creates receipt triggered purchase orders for the automatic receipt records.
b. Receives these into the warehouse.
c. Determines the quantities to be received by comparing the planned inventory level from

the Planned Inventory Level field in the Automatic Receipts (whinh3523m000) session
to the inventory on hand from the receiving warehouse. If on the automatic receipt date
the inventory level is within the contractual inventory levels, LN performs no receipt.

Setting up automatic receipts

Creating automatic receipts into the customer's administrative warehouse requires the following settings
in the Terms and Conditions module of the Common package:
 ▪ Terms and conditions must be linked to an active purchase contract.

▪ The terms and conditions are not expired.
Multiple valid sets of terms and conditions can be present for the selection ranges that the
user specifies in the Initiate Automatic Receipts (whinh3223m000) session. Terms and
conditions have effective and expiry dates. If terms and conditions overlap, that is, range
effective-expiry dates overlap, LN selects the terms and conditions with most recent effective
date.

▪ In the Logistics Terms and Conditions (tctrm1140m000) session:

▪ The value in field Method of Inventory Update is either of the following:
▪ Receipts and Consumptions
▪ Receipts, Consumptions and Inv. Balance

▪ The value in field Receiving Process is Automatic (Delivery Moments).
▪ The Delivery Moments field determines whether creation of automatic receipts is based

on purchase orders, demand forecast, or inventory levels. If the value is:

▪ Orders and Schedules, creation of receipt records is based on purchase orders.

▪ Forecast or Inventory Levels, creation of receipt records is based on demand forecast
or inventory levels.

▪ In the Item - Purchase Business Partner (tdipu0110m000) session, the Generate Order for
Unexpected Warehouse Receipt check box is selected.
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▪ In the Order Terms and Conditions (tctrm1130m000) session, the Receipt Triggered Order
field value is Purchase Order or Purchase (Manual) Order.

Automatic receipts based on purchase orders
In the Order Terms and Conditions (tctrm1130m000) session:
 ▪ If the Use Confirmation check box is selected, only confirmed purchase orders are used to

create automatic receipts. If this check box is cleared, both confirmed and unconfirmed
purchase orders are used.

▪ If you define a receiving interval in the Receiving Interval field of the Logistics Terms and
Conditions (tctrm1140m000) session, LN uses this interval to determine the automatic receipt
dates. The automatic receipt date is the date on which LN performs an automatic receipt.
Note that purchase orders created between receipt intervals are not taken into account until
the next automatic receipt date.
If no receipt interval is defined, the planned receipt dates of the purchase orders are used to
determine the automatic receipt dates. For more information, refer to The automatic receipt
process (p. 22).

Automatic receipts based on demand forecast
In the Planning Terms and Conditions (tctrm1135m000) session, do the following if automatic receipts
must be based on demand forecast:
 ▪ Select the Supply Planning by Supplier check box.

▪ Select the Use Confirmed Supply check box if automatic receipts must only be based on
confirmed supply.

▪ In the Replenishment Based On field, do not select Manual or Inventory Level.

▪ If you define a receiving interval in the Receiving Interval field of the Logistics Terms and
Conditions (tctrm1140m000) session, LN uses this interval to determine the automatic receipt
dates. The automatic receipt date is the date on which LN performs an automatic receipt.
If no receipt interval is defined, the planned receipt dates Enterprise Planning are used to
determine the automatic receipt dates. For more information, refer to The automatic receipt
process (p. 22).

Automatic receipts based on inventory levels
In the Planning Terms and Conditions (tctrm1135m000) session, do the following if automatic receipts
must be based on contractual inventory levels:
 ▪ Select the Supply Planning by Supplier check box.

▪ Select the Send Forecast to Supplier check box.

▪ In the Replenishment Based On field, select Manual or Inventory Level.

▪ Select a pattern code in the Delivery Moments field.
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▪ Define minimum and/or maximum levels in the fields of the Inventory Levels tab.
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Approvals and inspections
In many, but not all warehouses, inspections are included in the inbound and/or outbound goods flow.
Therefore, the inspection procedure is optional in LN. You can inspect received items and items to be
shipped. You can carry out inspections in the Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session. For
example, you can use inspections for the following reasons:
 ▪ To check the quality of goods ordered from a new supplier.

▪ To monitor a supplier with a history of quality problems.

▪ To check the quality of outbound goods that were damaged on the way to the staging location.

Inspection of received items

To enable received items to be inspected in Warehousing, you must set up the following data:
 ▪ If your warehouse is location-controlled, your warehouse must have a location of the Inspection

type. In the Warehouses (whwmd2500m000) session, you can specify whether a warehouse
has locations. In the Warehouse - Location (whwmd3100s000) session, you can specify the
locations of the warehouse.

▪ An inspection procedure must be specified for the warehousing order lines of the received
goods. The first activity of the inspection procedure must be the Warehouse Inspections
(whinh3122m000) session.

▪ For purchased items, at least one of the following check boxes must be selected. If you select
of one of the following check boxes, the Inspection check box on the Purchase Order Lines
(tdpur4101m000) session is selected, or you are enabled to select this check box:

▪ The Inspection check box on the Item - Purchase (tdipu0101m000) session

▪ The Inspection check box on the Item - Purchase Business Partner (tdipu0110m000)
session

▪ The Inspection check box on the Ship-from Business Partners (tccom4121s000) session

If you receive items for which inspection is required, in the Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000)
session, LN creates an approval record for the quantity of items to be inspected.
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You can use the Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session to approve, reject, or destroy goods.
The destroyed quantity is part of the approved quantity and removed from inventory. The destroyed
quantity is part of the approved quantity because the supplier must be paid for the destroyed goods.
The supplier must be paid for the destroyed goods, because usually the goods were destroyed for testing
purposes or by some accident, for which the supplier is not liable.

You can perform multiple inspections on a receipt line, which has the following advantages:
 ▪ You can give various rejection reasons for a receipt line.

▪ You can put away approved goods without waiting for the entire order to be inspected.

For information on rejected goods, see Rejected inventory (p. 29)

After an inspection is completed for an order of origin ASC Production, this order obtains the Completed
status. For more information, refer to To store finished generic items.

Quality

After receipt, LN checks whether Quality related activities are applicable to the item, the order, and/or
the supplier. If so, the inspection is carried out by Quality and the inspection results are reported in the
Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session. If Quality inspection results are not mandatory, you
can execute them in the Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session. You must always confirm
inspection results by approving them in the Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session, which
enables you to go on with the inspection procedure.

If Quality does not apply, LN checks whether inspection is required for the order in Warehousing. In the
Quality Management (QM) field of the Implemented Software Components (tccom0100s000) session,
you can specify whether Quality is implemented. In the Quality Management Parameters
(qmptc0100m000) session, you can specify the order origins for which you want to use Quality.

Inspection of items to be shipped
If you want to inspect outbound items, you must define an outbound procedure for the related outbound
order. The last activity of the outbound procedure must be the Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000)
session.

As a rule, outbound items are inspected on a staging location and not on an inspection location. If items
are rejected, LN automatically generates and processes an adjustment order with a reason code for the
rejected items. You can view the adjustment order in the Processed Adjustment Order History
(whinh5570m000) session. The approved quantity will be shipped.

You can perform multiple inspections on a shipment line, which has the following advantages:
 ▪ You can give various rejection reasons for a shipment line.

▪ You can ship approved goods without waiting for the entire order to be inspected.
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Inventory inspection orders
Inventory inspections on the incoming and outgoing goods result in rejection and approval of the goods.
After approval, goods are stored in the warehouses.

Inspections of the goods result in advice quantities for approval or rejection. The inventory inspections
are performed only in Quality.

Rejected inventory
You can use LN to store and handle rejected goods in a warehouse. Rejected inventory can also be
stored and handled in a specific location, called a reject location.

LN handles rejected inventory against the specification as determined in the original purchase order
and purchase order line.

To handle rejected inventory, the standard rejected inventory handling and inventory disposition methods
are available. For more information, refer to Inventory disposition (p. 29) and To handle rejected inventory.

Inventory disposition

Inventory disposition
Inventory disposition is an alternative method to handle rejected inventory. To use this method, in the
Inventory Handling Parameters (whinh0100m000) session, select the Inventory Disposition check
box.

The main differences with the standard quarantine inventory handling functionality are:
 ▪ When a receipt is confirmed, the received quantity is registered as approved on the purchase

order line. The approved quantity is not updated after items are rejected in the Warehouse
Inspections (whinh3122m000) session. Updates follow after processing the quantities in the
Rejected Inventory (whwmd2570m000) session.
Therefore, the entire received quantity can be invoiced and paid while the rejected quantity
awaits further processing in the Rejected Inventory (whwmd2570m000) session. This avoids
risking late payments to the supplier due to time-consuming disposition procedures. Settlements
for destroyed or returned goods can take place after processing.

▪ After rejecting inventory in the Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session, LN generates
no financial integration transactions or (potential) back orders.
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▪ In the Rejected Inventory (whwmd2570m000) session, after:

▪ Accepting rejected inventory, LN creates no new receipt but directly creates inbound advice
to the storage location. If the warehouse is not location controlled, LN directly puts away
the accepted inventory.

▪ Destroying rejected inventory, LN creates no back orders nor is the supplier paid or debited.

▪ Returning rejected inventory, the ownership of goods does not change. For company
owned return items, the supplier is charged, because the items were paid for after receipt.

▪ To specify whether rejected inventory in the Rejected Inventory (whwmd2570m000) session
must be available for planning methods such as Enterprise Planning, TPOP, or SIC, you can
select or clear the Disposition Inventory Blocked for Planning check box in the Inventory
Handling Parameters (whinh0100m000) session. If most of the inventory in disposition is
presumably accepted, consider clearing this check box to make this inventory available for
planning, thus avoiding the risk that too much replenishment is planned based on too low
inventory levels.

▪ Disposition items in the reject location are valuated identically to items in receipt locations.
On the inventory valuation report, disposition items are listed with the original receipt value.

For standard rejected inventory handling and inventory disposition, the steps that the user completes
to accept, destroy, or return rejected inventory are identical, as are some of the steps that LN completes
to process these user steps. For more information, refer to To handle rejected inventory. For information
on the LN process steps that are unique to inventory disposition, see:
 ▪ Inventory disposition - to accept rejected inventory (p. 30)

▪ Inventory disposition - to destroy rejected inventory (p. 31)

▪ Inventory disposition - to return rejected inventory (p. 31)

Inventory disposition - to accept rejected inventory

LN performs the following steps:
 ▪ If the Disposition Inventory Blocked for Planning check box is selected in the Inventory

Handling Parameters (whinh0100m000) session, unblock the quantity accepted in the Rejected
Inventory (whwmd2570m000) session.

▪ If present, decrease the blocked quantity in the following sessions:

▪ The item inventory sessions, such as the Warehouse - Item Inventory (whwmd2515m000)
session.

▪ Project Inventory (whwmd2560m000)
▪ Consigned Receipts (whwmd2550m000)
▪ Customer Owned Receipts (whwmd2550m100)

▪ If the warehouse is non location controlled, put away the accepted goods in the warehouse.

▪ If location controlled, advise goods to storage location after user creates inbound advice. If
inbound advice is automatic according to warehousing procedure, generate inbound advice.

▪ Put away inbound advice.
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Note

Contrary to standard rejected goods handling, LN generates no:
 ▪ Adjustment order to remove accepted goods from reject location.

▪ Receipt line to again receive the accepted goods.

This is because accepted inventory is directly moved to storage or through inbound advice.

You cannot cross-dock and run direct material supply for goods that were accepted after rejection.

Inventory disposition - to destroy rejected inventory

LN performs the following steps:
 ▪ If the Disposition Inventory Blocked for Planning check box is selected in the Inventory

Handling Parameters (whinh0100m000) session, unblock the quantity destroyed in the Rejected
Inventory (whwmd2570m000) session for planning.

▪ If present, decrease the blocked quantity in the following sessions:

▪ The item inventory sessions, such as the Warehouse - Item Inventory (whwmd2515m000)
session.

▪ Project Inventory (whwmd2560m000)
▪ Consigned Receipts (whwmd2550m000)
▪ Customer Owned Receipts (whwmd2550m100)

▪ In the Project Inventory (whwmd2560m000) session, subtract the destroyed quantity from the
on-hand quantity.

Inventory disposition - to return rejected inventory

LN performs the following steps:
 ▪ Automatically select the Return Disposition Goods check box in the Warehousing Orders

(whinh2100m000) session for the warehouse order generated from the purchase return order.

▪ Copy the values of the ownership fields from the original purchase order to the outbound order
lines. For more information, refer to Ownership for outbound order lines of purchase return
orders.

▪ Advise rejected items according to the ownership fields. Consigned and customer owned
rejected items are allocated for outbound according to the Issue Strategy and Issue
Ownership fields.
View allocations for customer owned and consigned receipts in the following sessions:
▪ Consigned Receipts (whwmd2550m000)
▪ Customer Owned Receipts (whwmd2550m100)
Items blocked for inspection are considered available for outbound advice and picking lists.
Blocks for inspection are lifted when the goods to be returned are shipped.

▪ When shipping rejected items to be returned, remove blocks for inspection. If the Disposition
Inventory Blocked for Planning check box in the Inventory Handling Parameters
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(whinh0100m000) session is selected, decrease the quantity blocked for planning in the
inventory overview sessions. If the items are project inventory, also decrease the quantity
blocked for planning and the on-hand quantity in the Project Inventory (whwmd2560m000)
session.

▪ Do not update the inventory overview sessions if items are not shipped, but moved back to
the reject location from the staging location without an inventory adjustment, for example, if
shipping cannot take place because transportation is unavailable.

▪ Process the inventory transaction according to the settings of the ownership fields on the
outbound order line. For company owned returned items, generate a credit note. For customer
owned or consigned items, do not generate a purchase payment order.

Note

Outbound inspections are not available for inventory disposition.

Ownership for outbound order lines of purchase return orders

The ownership of disposition inventory does not change when returned. Therefore, LN copies the
ownership settings of the original purchase order (the one with which the goods were received) to the
outbound order lines generated from the purchase return order, except for the Issue Ownership field.
This is set by Warehousing. The Internal Payment field of the original purchase order has no impact
on the ownership fields of the outbound order line. The following table shows the ownership of the original
purchase order and the resulting ownership settings on the outbound order lines.
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External payment of original purchase orderOutbound order line
field for purchase re-
turns

 

consignedcustomer ownedcompany owned 

Pay on UseNo PaymentPay on ReceiptPayment

Not ApplicableNot ApplicableNot ApplicableInternal Payment

ConsignedCustomer OwnedCompany OwnedOwnership

RestrictedRestrictedFreeIssue Strategy

The ownerThe ownerNot filledIssue-from Business
Partner

ConsignedCustomer OwnedInternal ownership
implemented: Com-

Issue Ownership

pany Owned Other-
wise: Company
Owned or Con-
signed

Order inspections
Order Inspections comprises of inspection orders that are used to structure the inspection of products
that are purchased, produced, transferred, or sold. For products in inventory, a storage inspection order
instead of a standard inspection order is used.

The standard inspection process:
 1. Inspection orders are created automatically by means of predefined testing combinations, but

you can also manually add, delete, or maintain inspection orders based on the origin of the
order (refer to the Order Inspections (qmptc1120m000) session).

2. For each inspection order, you can create different samples with different sample sizes and
different dates and time in the Inspection Order Samples (qmptc1110m000) session. Infor LN
checks if the total of all samples matches the sample size.

3. Enter the test data in the Inspection Order Test Data (qmptc1115m000) session (by
characteristic). The session in which you enter the test data depends on the settings in the
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Quality Management Parameters (qmptc0100m000) session. When the test data is entered,
the Infor LN generates the overall results defined for that specific characteristic.

4. Complete Inspection collectively by order, origin, or storage using the Complete/Process Order
Inspections (qmptc1202m000) session. If an inspection order is completed, Infor LN checks
if the test data is specified. If not, the inspection order cannot be completed.

5. Inspection orders can be processed by inspection order, by origin, and by storage inspection.
Infor LN determines the pass and the fail pieces in the sample size. Based on this evaluation,
Infor LN calculates the actual accepted and rejected quantities. These accepted and rejected
quantities are compared with the acceptable quality level (AQL) specified in the Test Groups
(qmptc0136m000) details session. If the percentage of accepted quantity is less than the AQL,
the entire order or lot is rejected. In case of continuous sampling, the part of the order displayed
in the Frequency field is rejected.

If an algorithm is defined for a characteristic, this algorithm is calculated during inspection. Each algorithm
is calculated only when the variables (characteristics) required for that algorithm are specified.

Storage inspections
Storage inspections are quality inspections for items in inventory. If a storage inspection is generated
for the selected items, these items are blocked for use and are regarded as inventory on hold.

Procedure for storage inspections

Step 1:
Generate storage inspections in the Generate Storage Inspections (qmptc2220m000) session. You can
generate storage inspection orders based on item, warehouse, location, lot, business partner, and date.
Infor LN uses the testing combination and standard test procedure for the default inspection data.

Step 2:
Use the Item - Storage Inspections (qmptc2120m000) session to view the storage inspections that you
generate in the Generate Storage Inspections (qmptc2220m000) session.

Step 3:
Use the Storage Inspection - Inventory (qmptc2130m000) session to allocate the lot(s), the warehouse(s),
and the items that must be inspected for this inspection order.

Step 4:
Use the Storage Inspections (qmptc2120m000) session to display the storage inspection orders that
are created by default. In this session you can also modify storage inspection orders or create new
storage inspection orders.
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Step 5:
Use the Inspection Order - Lines (qmptc1101m000) session to display, modify, or create inspection
order lines. The inspection order lines indicate how an item is tested.

Step 6:
Use Inspection Order - Samples (qmptc2110m000) session to create different samples with different
sample sizes and different dates and times for each inspection order . Infor LN checks if the total of all
the samples matches the sample size.

Step 7:
Enter the test data in the Inspection Order Test Data (qmptc1115m000) session by characteristic. When
the test data is specified, Infor LN generates the overall results defined for that specific characteristic.

Step 8:
Process the inspection orders using the Complete/Process Order Inspections (qmptc1202m000) session.
ERP determines the 'good' and the 'bad' pieces in the sample size. Based on this, ERP calculates the
actual accepted and rejected quantities. These accepted and rejected quantities are compared with the
acceptable quality level (AQL), entered in the Test Groups (qmptc0136m000) session. If the percentage
of accepted quantity is less than the AQL, the entire order or lot is rejected.

Step 9:
Use the Print and Close Storage Inspections (qmptc2221m000) session to close the orders with the
status processed. ERP checks for all processed storage inspections and unblocks all inventory.

Order specific test procedures
Inspection orders are used to structure the inspection of products. The orders are generated based on
testing combinations. The inspection process for items with testing combination is the same.

Infor LN also allows you to define order-specific test procedure. Order-specific test procedure data is
the copied testing combination (that is, standard inspection data) that you can modify and change for a
specific order in a specific scenario.

Process to generate order specific test procedures

Step 1:
Specify order origins and the related orders details in the Order Specific Test Procedures
(qmptc0149m000) session.
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Note: To implement order-specific inspections if you select one or more Order-Specific Inspection Data
check boxes in the Quality Management Parameters (qmptc0100m000) session. These parameters
indicate, per origin, whether or not order-specific inspection data can be defined for a specific origin
order.

Step 2:
Start the Order Specific Inspections (qmptc0150m000) session from the Specific Orders - By Origin
(qmptc0149m000) session. You can change, add, or delete order-specific inspection orders in the Order
Specific Inspections (qmptc0150m000) details session.

Step 3:
Start the Order Specific Inspection Lines (qmptc0151m000) session from the Order Specific Inspections
(qmptc0150m000) session. You can now define the order-specific inspections lines. Each line represents
a characteristic that was defined in the Test Group Characteristics (qmptc0137m000) session.

The order-specific inspection order is now generated. The rest of the inspection procedure is the same
as that described from step 2 (drawing samples) in the Order inspections (p. 33) online manual topic.
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Receipt and inspection procedures
The receipt and inspection procedures comprise the activities that you must perform in LN to receive
and, if required, inspect goods that you want to store in the warehouse. Some of the activities are
mandatory, and some only apply to location-controlled warehouses. You are not required to include
non-mandatory activities in your warehousing procedures.

In addition, you can also specify whether an activity must be performed manually or automatically. For
information on how to define warehousing procedures, see To define warehousing procedures (p. 14)
and Automatic or manual execution of activities.

Overview
The following table provides an overview of the receipt and inspection procedures. The outer left column
shows the order of the steps in the receipt and inspection procedures. The second column indicates
whether a step is mandatory.

Status/DescriptionActivityMandatoryStep

Planned or OpenPrint Goods Received
Note (whinh3412m100)

No1

Create receipt: Receipt
Open Confirm receipt:

Warehouse Receipts
(whinh3512m000)

Yes2

Received or, for non-loca-
tion controlled warehous-
es, Put Away or To be
Inspected if inspections
are included in the in-
bound procedure.
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AdvisedGenerate Inbound Advice
(whinh3201m000)

Yes for location-con-
trolled warehouses

3

Advised. Maintain in-
bound advice

Inbound Advice
(whinh3525m000)

No3

AdvisedGenerate Storage List
(whinh3415m000)

No4

Advised. Maintain stor-
age list and put away in-

Storage List
(whinh3525m100)

No5

bound advice. If you use
storage lists, you do not
use the Put Away In-
bound Advice
(whinh3203m000) step
to put away inbound ad-
vice.

Put AwayPut Away Inbound Advice
(whinh3203m000)

Yes for location-con-
trolled warehouses

6

After inbound advice is
put away: To be Inspect-

Warehouse Inspections
(whinh3122m000)

No7

ed After inspection is
completed: Inspected

If an optional step is not included in the receipt and inspection procedures, LN skips this step and carries
out the next step defined in the warehousing procedure. The affected inbound order lines then obtain
the status of that step.

If the receipt or inspection procedure is carried out for a non-location controlled warehouse, LN skips
the steps that are not applicable for non-location controlled warehouses. The affected inbound order
lines then obtain the status of the next applicable step.

LN does not use the following steps for non-location controlled warehouses:
 ▪ Generate Inbound Advice (whinh3201m000)

▪ Inbound Advice (whinh3525m000)
▪ Generate Storage List (whinh3415m000)
▪ Storage List (whinh3525m100)
▪ Put Away Inbound Advice (whinh3203m000)

The following are some of the scenarios for receipt and inspection procedures:
 ▪ Full scenario
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▪ Only mandatory steps including inspection

▪ Non-location controlled including inspections
▪ Full scenario without inspections

Receipt and inspection procedures - in detail
The receipt and inspection procedures comprise the activities that you must perform in LN to receive
and, if required, inspect goods that you want to store in the warehouse. This topic describes all steps,
also called activities, of the inbound and inspection procedures and shows how you can perform these
steps.

Some of the activities are mandatory, and some only apply to location-controlled warehouses. You are
not required to include non-mandatory activities in your warehousing procedures. In addition, you can
specify whether an activity must be performed manually or automatically. For information on how to
define warehousing procedures, see To define warehousing procedures (p. 14) and Automatic or manual
execution of activities.

The receipt and inspection procedures include the following mandatory activities:
 ▪ Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000)

▪ Generate Inbound Advice (whinh3201m000)
▪ Put Away Inbound Advice (whinh3203m000)

Note

Note that of the mandatory activities, Generate Inbound Advice (whinh3201m000) and Put Away Inbound
Advice (whinh3203m000) are only available for location-controlled warehouses. This also applies to the
optional activities Generate Storage List (whinh3415m000) and Storage List (whinh3525m100).

If the warehouse is not location-controlled, LN skips these activities and automatically stores the goods
in the warehouse after the receipt is confirmed. The status of the inbound order line then changes from
Receipt Open to Put Away. For further details, see steps 2 and 7. If an inspection procedure is included
in the warehousing procedure, the status of the inbound order line changes from Receipt Open to To
be Inspected, which is described in step 7.

The receipt and inspection procedures include the following steps:

Step 1: Print goods received note (optional)
The first step of the receipt procedure is to print a goods received note for the inbound order lines that
you want to receive. The initial status of an inbound order line is either Planned or Open. For more
information, refer to Print Goods Received Note (whinh3412m100) and Planned status for Warehousing
order lines.

Step 2: Receive goods
The Receipt activity is a mandatory step of the inbound procedure.
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When inbound goods arrive at the warehouse, the goods are counted and the receipt of the goods is
confirmed. Many warehouses use scanning devices to receive goods, in which case they scan the serial
numbers or the labels of the handling units of the goods.

To receive goods in LN, you must create a receipt record and link the inbound-order lines, advance
shipment notices, or handling units, which list the goods, to the receipt record. As a result, LN creates
receipt lines for the linked inbound order lines, handling units, or ASN lines. For more information, refer
to How to receive goods (p. 15).

If the ownership for the received goods is other than company owned, LN creates an ownership record
when a receipt is linked to an inbound order line. If the ownership is consigned, LN creates a consumption
record in the Consigned Receipts (whwmd2550m000) session. If the ownership is customer owned, LN
generates a consumption record in the Customer Owned Receipts (whwmd2550m100) session only
when the consigned inventory is used/ issued from a warehouse. For more information, refer to Inventory
ownership in Warehouse Management.

You can create receipt records in the Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000) session.

Alternatively, you can create a receipt for inbound order lines as follows:
 1. In the Inbound Order Lines (whinh2110m000) session or the Inbound Line Status Overview

(whinh2119m000) session, select the appropriate menu.
2. On the appropriate menu, click Receive.

After you create a receipt record for an inbound order line, the status of the inbound order line changes
to Receipt Open.

After you create a receipt and link order lines, handling units, or ASNs, you must confirm the receipt.
After the receipt is confirmed, the status of the inbound order line changes to Received and LN creates
an inventory record for the received items.

Note that for non-location controlled warehouses, when you confirm the receipt for an inbound order
line, the status changes from Receipt Open to Put Away. The reason is that for non location controlled
warehouses, the inbound advise and put away activities are not available. After confirming the receipt,
the goods are automatically put away. If an inspection procedure is included in the warehousing procedure,
the status of the inbound order line changes from Receipt Open to To be Inspected, which is described
in step 7.

To confirm a receipt, in the Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000) session; go to appropriate menu
--> Confirm --> Receipt. For more information, refer to How to receive goods (p. 15).

If this activity is performed automatically, LN both creates and confirms the receipt record.

Step 3: Advise goods
Inbound advice comprise instructions to move received and/or inspected goods to particular storage
locations in a warehouse.

After a receipt is confirmed, you can generate inbound advice that show the pick or bulk locations to
which the goods must be moved.
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If the warehouse procedure defined for the inbound order line includes an inspection procedure, the
inbound advice shows the inspection location to which the goods must be moved. For more information,
refer to the description of the Inspect Goods, step 7 in this topic.

To generate inbound advice, in the Generate Inbound Advice (whinh3201m000) session, select the
inbound order lines that list the goods that you want to advise and click Advise. You can maintain
inbound advice data in the Inbound Advice (whinh3525m000) session. Alternatively, you can generate
inbound advice for individual order lines in the Inbound Line Status Overview (whinh2119m000) session.
For more information, refer to To generate and put away inbound advice (p. 42).

After the inbound advice is generated, the status of the inbound order lines that list the goods selected
in the outbound advice changes to Advised.

Step 4: Generate storage list
A storage list is a document that shows the locations where received or inspected goods must be stored.
It provides more detailed instructions than the inbound advice. You can generate storage lists after the
inbound advice is generated. The storage list activity is only available for location-controlled warehouses.
After you generate a storage list for an inbound order line, the status of the order line remains Advised.

You can generate storage lists in the Generate Storage List (whinh3415m000) session.

Alternatively, you can generate storage lists for individual inbound order lines in the Inbound Line Status
Overview (whinh2119m000) session.

Step 5: Storage list
In the Storage List (whinh3525m100) session, you can maintain storage list data and put away the goods
listed on the storage list. If you put away the goods in the Storage List (whinh3525m100) session, you
do not have to use the Put Away Inbound Advice (whinh3203m000) session. After you put away the
goods listed on a storage list, the status of the related order lines changes from Advised to Put Away.

If the warehouse procedure defined for the inbound order line includes an inspection procedure, LN
creates an inspection record after the inbound advice is put away, and the inbound order line obtains
the To be Inspected status.

Step 6: Put away goods
After the receipt is confirmed and the inbound advice is generated for the inbound order line or the
handling unit, you can store the goods in the warehouse.

You can put away goods using the following sessions:
 ▪ Put Away Inbound Advice (whinh3203m000)

▪ Inbound Advice (whinh3525m000)
▪ Inbound Line Status Overview (whinh2119m000)
▪ Storage List (whinh3525m100)

After the inbound order line is put away, the order line obtains the Put Away status. For more information,
refer to To generate and put away inbound advice (p. 42).
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If the warehouse procedure defined for the inbound order line includes an inspection procedure, LN
creates an inspection record after the inbound advice is put away, and the inbound order line obtains
the To be Inspected status.

Step 7: Inspect inbound goods
The inbound inspection procedure is one of the main warehousing procedures in LN. The inspection
procedure is optional, because not every warehouse, supplier, and item requires inspection.

You can also perform inspections for outbound goods. For further information on outbound inspections,
see The outbound procedure.

You can move inbound goods to an inspection location after the receipt is confirmed and the inbound
advice is put away to an inspection location as described in the previous steps. Inbound order lines that
are put away to the inspection location obtain the To be Inspected status. At the inspection location,
you can approve, reject, or destroy goods. You can maintain inspection data in the Warehouse Inspections
(whinh3122m000) session. For non location-controlled warehouses, the status of an inbound order line
changes to To be Inspected after the receipt is confirmed.

To enhance efficiency, you can consider setting the inbound advice to the inspection location to automatic.

For the approved quantity of an inspected order line, you must again generate the inbound advice and
put away the inspected goods if the warehouse is location-controlled. To generate and put away inbound
advice for inspected goods, proceed in the same way as described in the previous steps. The status for
inbound order lines for which inbound advice is generated after inspection is Advised. The status for
inbound order lines that are put away after inspection is Put Away. For more information, refer to
Approvals and inspections (p. 27).

For non-location controlled warehouses, the status of an inbound order line changes to Put Away after
the inspection is completed. The reason being the Generate Inbound Advice (whinh3201m000), Generate
Storage List (whinh3415m000), Storage List (whinh3525m100), and the Put Away Inbound Advice
(whinh3203m000) activities are unavailable for warehouses without locations.

To generate and put away inbound advice
Inbound advice are instructions to move received items into a warehouse. Therefore, an individual
inbound advice line might read as follows: Take 10 pieces of item A from location Receipt 3 and put
them in location Bulk 5.

Inbound advice is normally generated according to the warehousing procedure defined for the
warehousing order lines related to the receipt lines, inspection lines, or handling units for which inbound
advice must be created, but you can also manually create inbound advice in the Inbound Advice
(whinh3525m000) session.

Note that for non-location controlled warehouses, LN skips the inbound advice step.
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Generate inbound advice
When inbound advice is generated or entered, no inventory transactions have yet taken place. If the
items are physically taken from one location and put away in the new location, LN updates inventory.
The inventory is updated by means of the Put away command, which is discussed later in this topic.

You can generate inbound advice in one of the following ways:
 ▪ If Generate Inbound Advice (whinh3201m000) is not a step in the receipt procedure, inbound

advice is generated as soon as you confirm a receipt. If Generate Inbound Advice
(whinh3201m000) is not a step in the inspection procedure, inbound advice is generated as
soon as an inspection line is approved.

▪ To generate inbound advice for any confirmed receipt, select the Generate Advice option
from the appropriate menu in the Warehouse Receipts (whinh3512m000) session.

▪ You can generate inbound advice for a range of orders in the Generate Inbound Advice
(whinh3201m000) session.

When you create an inbound advice line, the following changes take place:
 ▪ The allocated inventory level of the source location increases.

▪ The on-order quantity of the destination location increases.

Run numbers
Runs are a useful way to group inbound advice lines. Instead of putting away or removing individual
advice lines, you can specify a run number and process the advice lines that you allocate to that run
number.

Detailed report

Generating inbound advice is a process that draws heavily on the system's capacity. Therefore, LN
enables you to choose between the following types of reports:
 ▪ The standard report, which keeps network traffic low and transaction speeds high.

▪ The detailed report, which is a slower, more detailed query with greater feedback as to the
chosen location.

Maintain inbound advice
You can change the destination location and/or the quantity on any inbound advice line. You can also
insert new advice lines, if required.
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Put away inbound advice

The following methods are available to put away inbound advice:
 ▪ You can use the Put Away command in the Inbound Advice (whinh3525m000) session to put

away an individual advice line.

▪ In the Put Away Inbound Advice (whinh3203m000) session, you can put away a range of
advice lines.

▪ If the advice line is associated with a storage list, confirming that storage list puts away the
advice line. You can view and put away the storage list in the Storage List (whinh3525m100)
session.

If an inbound advice line is put away, LN reflects the physical movement of items, which results in the
following changes:
 ▪ The inventory on hand at the source location is decreased and the available capacity of the

source location is increased.

▪ The inventory on hand at the destination location is increased and the available capacity is
decreased.

▪ The allocated inventory at the source location is decreased.

▪ The inventory on-order at the destination location is decreased.

Note

For non-location controlled warehouses, LN automatically puts away goods after their receipt is confirmed.
For more information, refer to Receipt and inspection procedures (p. 37).

Storage lists
The bulk/ pick (destination) locations listed on inbound advice can be anywhere in the warehouse, which
might result in an inefficient put away sequence. The storage list is used to make this sequence more
efficient by, for example, including all items that must go to a specific location on one list. By confirming
a storage list, you put away each advice line associated with the storage list. You can put away storage
lists in the Storage List (whinh3525m100) session.
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Peg distribution in the inbound and inspection
processes
Receiving project pegged goods into a warehouse results in inventory transactions that are based on
the underlying peg distribution of the related receipt line.

Inbound and Pegging
This results in an update of the pegged inventory levels in the Project Pegged Inventory
(whwmd2560m000) session. The planned quantity of the inbound order line is updated in the Planned
Inventory Transactions (whinp1500m000) session, which also includes the peg data. Planned inventory
transactions are also generated for each peg.

If the receipt line is marked for inspection, the received quantity is blocked. Depending on the parameter
settings, the quantity can also be blocked for usage by Enterprise Planning. Any quantity, rejected (or
destroyed) during receipt inspection are assigned to the pegs having the latest required date to make
sure that the approved items are assigned as much as possible to the pegs with the earliest required
date in order to meet the demand in time.

Project Warehouses
For a ship-from or ship-to warehouse that is a Project or a Project-WIP warehouse; no inbound/ outbound
order line peg distribution is created. In that case, the project fields on the inbound/ outbound order lines
are used. When however, an inbound/ outbound order line is created for a 'Project Pegged' item related
to a Normal warehouse, a peg distribution is applicable and the project fields on the inbound/ outbound
order lines are disabled.

Inbound Order Line Peg Distribution
For an inbound order line, the peg distribution data can only be viewed and not maintained. In case of
manual transfer orders, the peg distribution can only be maintained (manually) on the outbound order
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line. When an outbound transfer line is saved after the peg distribution is modified, the inbound transfer
order line peg distribution changes accordingly.

Cost and Service Items
For order lines with a cost or service item, also a peg distribution can exist, but assigning the received
quantities of these item types to the peg lines is always performed pro-rata. This peg distribution data
is only essential for proper cost allocation to projects/ pegs and has no logistic purpose as these items
are non-physical entities. When ordering zero pieces of a certain cost/ service item, also a peg distribution
data can be created, consisting of only one peg line.

Warehouse Receipts
 ▪ Receipt Line Peg Distribution

When confirming a receipt line, LN creates peg distribution under the receipt line. The sequence
of assigning received items to pegs is based on the earliest required dates and required
quantities retrieved from Enterprise Planning (EP).
In case an inbound line contains multiple pegs and the received quantity deviates from the
ordered quantity, the received quantity must be apportioned to the peg distribution lines
according to the priority determined by the 'Earliest Required Date' that is defined in Enterprise
Planning (EP). The peg distribution lines are generated when the receipt is confirmed.
Sometimes, the order quantity of the order exceeds the total required quantity of the item,
resulting in an excess quantity. The excess is determined in Enterprise Planning (EP), in which
case the distribution lines have no demand order reference and an empty required date. Any
excess on top of the required quantity (not exceeding the ordered quantity) is assigned to the
pegs in peg line sequence. Any excess that is received on top of the ordered quantity is
distributed to the peg lines proportionally based on the ratio of ordered quantities.

 ▪ Update Planned Inventory Transactions / Inventory Levels
When confirming a receipt line, the Planned Inventory Transactions are updated, based on
the received quantities of the corresponding receipt line peg distribution. So, the planned
inventory transactions are recorded on project peg level.
When confirming a receipt line, the Inventory on Hand is increased in the Warehouse - Item
Inventory (whwmd2515m000) session. Similarly, the Inventory on Hand must be increased in
the Project Pegged Inventory (whwmd2560m000) session, based on the received quantities
of the corresponding receipt line peg distribution.

 ▪ Assigning Received Quantities to Project Pegs
In case of a full, partial or over receipt on an expected inbound order line containing multiple
peg lines, LN decides the pegs to which the received quantity is assigned, based on the
following sequence:

a. The pegs having the earliest required date are received first, until all required quantities
are fulfilled.
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b. The pegs having unfulfilled ordered quantities (and no required quantities anymore) are
received in sequence of peg line.

c. Any excess on top of the ordered quantity is assigned to the pegs proportionally.
When the full order line quantity is received on the linked receipt line, for each order line peg
a receipt line is created and the total of the received quantities per peg line is equal to the
ordered quantity.

 ▪ Back Orders
For a confirmed receipt line, if the received quantity is less than the expected quantity, the
difference must be resolved in Purchase Control by processing the created back order (if
allowed). This back order is received on another inbound line with a peg line distribution for
the pegs that are not fully received.
When the back order line is received and confirmed, a receipt line peg distribution is created
for the remaining pegs received.

 ▪ Receipt Corrections
You can use the Receipt Correction (whinh3121s000) session, to change the confirmed
received quantity. Increasing the already received quantity leads to positive receipt correction.
The additional received quantity is assigned to the pegs in the same way as the initial receipt.

a. The pegs having the earliest required date are received first.
b. The pegs having unfulfilled ordered quantities are received in sequence of peg line.
c. Any excess on top of the ordered quantity is assigned to the pegs proportionally.
Decreasing the already received quantity leads to negative receipt correction.
When the received quantity is decreased, the change in received quantity is distributed across
the received pegs in the following way:

a. Any excess on top of the ordered quantity is decreased proportionally.
b. The received excess on top of the required quantity, but less than the ordered quantity is

decreased in sequence of the peg line.
c. Any remaining received quantity is decreased in the sequence of the latest required date.

Inbound Procedure - Inspection

The Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session does not have an own line peg distribution.
Registration of inspected/ rejected quantities takes place in the peg distribution available under the
receipt lines which roll up into the inbound order line peg distribution.

Generally, inventory subject to warehouse inspections remains blocked. Similarly, the Project Pegged
Inventory (whwmd2560m000) to be inspected remains blocked. After processing the inspection, the
planned inventory transactions and the inventory levels are updated accordingly, by peg level.

Approved quantities are assigned first to peg lines having the earliest required date. Rejected/destroyed
quantities are assigned first to the peg lines having the latest required dates. In case of excess quantities,
the excess must be utilized first. The rejected/ destroyed quantities are distributed based on the actual
received quantities of the receipt line (not on the total values of the related inbound order line). The
updated receipt line peg information is rolled up to the level of the inbound line distribution.
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 ▪ No Handling of Rejected Goods
If the Handle Rejected Goods check box is not selected in the Warehouses
(whwmd2500m000) session, rejected goods become supplier owned and are not added to
the inventory, which means the costs must be removed from the project pegs.

 ▪ Handling Rejected Goods (Inventory Disposition = No)
In this scenario, the warehouse parameter Handle Rejected Goods is selected and Inventory
Disposition check box is not selected in the Inventory Handling Parameters (whinh0100m000)
session.. Rejected goods become supplier owned, which means the costs must be removed
from the project pegs. Rejected Inventory (whwmd2570m000) records are created for rejected
quantities on a purchase order (or purchase schedule). The Receipt Line Peg Distribution
(whinh3528m000) session can be started from the Rejected Inventory (whwmd2570m000)
but the field In Rejected Inventory in the Receipt Line Peg Distribution (whinh3528m000)
session is no longer visible because the peg details of the rejected inventory no longer exist,
so that the rejected items become anonymous (unpegged) inventory. The rejected inventory
can be accepted, destroyed or returned from the Rejected Inventory (whwmd2570m000)
session.

 ▪ Handling Rejected Goods (Inventory Disposition = Yes)
In this scenario, the warehouse parameter Handle Rejected Goods check box and the
Inventory Disposition check box in the Inventory Handling Parameters (whinh0100m000)
session are selected. The field In Rejected Inventory in the Receipt Line Peg Distribution
(whinh3528m000) session is populated in the pegs, because the peg details still exist for the
rejected items and the items do not become anonymous (unpegged) inventory. The pegs are
updated while handling the rejected inventory. The quantity In Rejected Inventory must be
decreased for each accepted, destroyed (scrapped) or returned inventory.

Outbound Procedure - Inspections

The Warehouse Inspections (whinh3122m000) session does not have own line peg distribution. There
is also no specific peg distribution related to the outbound advice. Inspected/ rejected quantities are
registered in the Outbound Order Line Peg Distribution (whinh2190m000) session.

Generally, inventory scheduled for outbound inspections remains blocked. Similarly, the Project Pegged
Inventory (whwmd2560m000) to be inspected remains blocked. After processing the inspection, the
planned inventory transactions and the inventory levels are updated accordingly, by peg level.

Update Outbound Order Line Pegs
The To be Inspected Quantity on the Outbound Order Line Peg Distribution (whinh2190m000) session,
reflects the advised peg quantity that is already released and is subject to inspection.

The following conditions are applicable to handle the outbound order line pegs during warehouse
inspections:
 ▪ For each released outbound advice, an inspection line is created. At this point, the To be

Inspected Quantity is defined and apportioned to the pegs in sequence of earliest required
date.
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▪ When the advised quantity of the earliest peg is fully assigned as To be Inspected Quantity,
the remainder of the released quantity is assigned to the To be Inspected Quantity of the
next peg with the earliest required date and so on.

▪ Any approved quantities are assigned to the pegs in sequence of the earliest required date.

▪ Any rejected quantities are assigned to the pegs in sequence of latest required date. But in
case of over delivery (Advised quantity > Ordered Quantity), the excess must be consumed
first in sequence of earliest required date.

▪ The To be Inspected Quantity of the pegs is blocked for inspection.

▪ While processing an inspection record, any approved or rejected quantity is apportioned only
to those pegs that have a To be Inspected Quantity. This To be Inspected Quantity is
consumed by the approved and rejected quantities assigned to the peg. Effectively, the blocked
quantity is decreased for the quantity processed.
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